Java problems

Common Java problems

Dead code

Import is never used

Must override a superclass method...

Emulator view — comparison
Emulator view — comparison

Emulator view

If travelling by bus for the airport, take the express bus route 132. From the bus stop outside of this building.

The bus leaves every 15 minutes and the journey to Edinburgh city centre is approximately 20 minutes.

Get off at the terminus which is the bus stop opposite Waverley Station.

Cross the street and take bus number 47 which will take you to the Edinburgh airport. The frequency of this bus is 10 minutes and the journey takes 15-20 minutes.

All the drivers will let you when the bus reaches the terminal. Get off at the stop and you will be in Edinburgh International Terminal.

The fare for Bus 100s is £1.50. For a single person or £2.20 for the whole trip.
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Emulator view — comparison

Errors in the LogCat view

```
uncaught exception threw activity finished error code = 1, msg = no such table: localTable
[Eclipse] Error in the LogCat view
```

```
java.lang.ClassCastException: com.android.internal.os.DrawableSignature
```
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